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Abstract

Mycetoma is a chronic granulomatous inflammatory disease that causes severe deformities,
disabilities, with many impact on patients and family, particularly in advanced disease
stages or when treatment fails. The therapeutic disease strategy heavily relies on
the identification of the causative organism and the corresponding classification of
the disease as eumycetoma or actinomycetoma. Various diagnostic tools are used for
mycetoma differential diagnosis. Histopathology is considered to be an efficient, cost
and time-effective tool for mycetoma diagnosis in endemic areas. While histology is
currently, the most used diagnostic tool, it requires well-trained pathologists, and that
lacks in most rural areas where mycetoma is endemic. In this communication, we
present a computational method to effectively differentiate between eumycetoma and
actinomycetoma from the grains features in histopathological microscopic images that is
based on Radiomics and Partial Least Squares Discrimination Analysis (PLS-DA). In
this work, the data were collected from the Mycetoma Research Center of Khartoum,
and the proposed approach achieved mycetoma types identification with an accuracy of
91.8% and 0.836 Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient (MCC). This computational tool
could be of great benefit in rural areas with limited access to specialised clinical centres.

Key words:
Mycetoma, Grains, Radiomics, PLS-DA, Histopathology, Image analysis.

Author summary

Mycetoma is a badly neglected tropical disease that commonly affects poor communities
in rural areas. It is classified into actinomycetoma and eumycetoma depending on the
causative organisms. Several diagnostic tools are used for the diagnosis of mycetoma
causative agents, that include cytology, histopathology, culture, and molecular technique.
However, the latter tool requires well-equipped centres that are not available in rural
endemic regions. Therefore, cytology, culture, and histopathology are more commonly
in use. The histopathological technique is more accurate than cytological one and
faster than grains culture. Since the histological technique is operator-dependent, we
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introduced a novel computational method that has significant discrimination power for
mycetoma types using grains features in histopathological microscopic tissue images. We
believe that our method will have a valuable impact on mycetoma patients’ diagnosis
and management.

Introduction1

Mycetoma is a WHO recognised neglected tropical disease that was included in the WHO/2

NTD list in 2016. It is a chronic granulomatous inflammatory disease. It is reported3

worldwide but endemic in tropical and sub-tropical areas. Majority of cases occur in4

the ”Mycetoma belt” stretching between the latitudes of 15◦ South and 30◦ North. The5

belt countries are Sudan, Somalia, Senegal, India, Yemen, Mexico, Venezuela, Colombia,6

Argentina [1,2]. Sudan, India and Mexico reported the greatest number of cases [3, 4].7

The most susceptible group of mycetoma infection is young adults in remote rural areas.8

Mycetoma largely affects field labourers, agriculturalists and herdsmen [1, 4, 5]. The9

lower extremity and hands are the frequently infected sites comparing to the other body10

sites [2–4]. The infection might spread to involve the deep structures and bone resulting11

in destruction, deformity, loss of function, and occasionally mortality [5–7].12

Mycetoma is an inflammatory, painless, and slowly progressive disease caused by certain13

types of bacteria (Actinomycetoma) or fungi (Eumycetoma). While the mode of myce-14

toma transmission is still unknown [8], the literature suggests that causative organisms15

are present in the soil, thorns, or animal dunk and can enter the subcutaneous tissue16

through minor trauma [2, 8]. Mycetoma is characterised by subcutaneous mass with17

multiple sinuses discharge grains containing colonies of the causative organism, as shown18

in Fig1. These grains are considered as a unique characteristic of the disease [4, 6, 7, 9].19

Identification of causative organisms plays a significant role in the treatment of mycetoma,20

which requires prolonged administration of anti-fungal or antibiotics drugs depending21

on the mycetoma type [1, 4, 5, 10, 11]. Incorrect diagnosis of mycetoma can have serious22

consequences on the patient and the disease prognosis and outcome. Currently, there are23

many efforts aiming at establishing an early identification of the causative organism 1224

Fig 1. Massive foot Actinomycetoma showing subcutaneous mass with
multiple sinuses and discharge.

Several diagnostic tools are used to identify causative organisms and to ascertain25

the disease extension alone the tissue planes. These tools include; imaging, cytology,26

histological, culture, and molecular techniques [10, 12]. The imaging techniques such27

as X-ray, CT and MRI, define the extent of disease [13–16], while the other tools are28

employed to recognise the causative organisms. Grain culture, cytological and histological29

are commonly used in endemic areas [17].30

Grain culture is a core tool for organisms’ identification, but it is time-consuming and31

requires expert microbiologists to obtain accurate results. Also, this method is vulnerable32
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to false-positive results due to contamination. Although molecular techniques provide33

authenticated results, it is expensive and cannot be afforded by the majority of patients,34

and require well-equipped infrastructures which are not available in most of the mycetoma35

endemic area [6, 9]. On the other hand, cytological and histopathological techniques36

are simple, rapid, cheap methods and commonly used in rural areas where most of the37

affected populations located [2, 6, 9]. However, false-negative results are common in38

cytology because fine-needle aspiration for cytology (FNAC) is blindly performed, and it39

is possible to miss grain pockets in the tissues. A recent comprehensive study conducted40

at the Mycetoma Research Center (MRC) showed that histological technique is more41

accurate than the cytological one in organism identification [18].42

The histopathological method can only differentiate between mycetoma fungal and43

bacterial types conditionally by the availability of grains in tissue sections [9]; this because44

the tissue reactions are similar in both types of mycetoma and to other non-specific45

chronic granuloma diseases [6]. This discrimination mainly relies on the knowledge and46

experience of pathologists on the microscopic appearance of the organism [6,10,18–20].47

Due to the neglect of mycetoma and its high prevalence in the tropical regions, especially48

rural areas, it is rare to find well-trained pathologists with adequate experience in49

mycetoma diagnosis. To tackle this, the present work was conducted to provide an50

open-source tool for objective identification of the mycetoma causative organisms. This51

work introduces a new computational mycetoma differential diagnostic method based on52

histopathological image analysis.53

The proposed method seeks at identifying causative organisms of mycetoma with an54

efficiency that is comparable to expert-based diagnosis in specialised clinical centres.55

We developed a quantitative method for the discrimination of the mycetoma types from56

grains properties in histopathological microscopic images. In the proposed approach,57

grains in microscopic images are first characterised through Radiomics features [21–24]58

and then classified using Partial Least Square Discriminant Analysis (PLS-DA) [25–27].59

The radiomics are used to extract a large number of quantitative features, which vary60

from classical features such as first-order statistics to advanced ones that involve texture61

and spatial characteristic of the grains. Once the features of the grain are calculated, we62

estimated a PLS-DA model to identify new variables, which are a linear combination63

of the original features that can be used to discriminate the grains based on their64

causative organism. The proposed method can be implemented as a robust, reliable and65

user-friendly software for the analysis of histopathological images, providing a solution66

for medical needs for mycetoma diagnosis.67

Materials and methods68

Samples and Images Acquisition69

Two sets of data were included in this study. The main set of images acquired following70

a unique protocol that was used to train and validate the model. The secondary set,71

composed of images acquired in various conditions, to evaluate the robustness of the72

proposed approach. The main data set included 55 patients with confirmed different73

mycetoma types. Surgical biopsies were obtained from patients with various mycetoma74

types, duration and clinical presentations seen at the MRC or from the field surveys in75

Sudan after written informed consent. Nine patients had biopsies devoid of any grains76

and were excluded from the study.77

The patients were randomly selected among patients seen at the MRC during the last five78

years to ensure homogeneity and accuracy of the diagnosis. There were 31 patients with79

eumycetoma and 24 patients with actinomycetoma. The collected surgical biopsies were80

fixed in 10% formal solutions, followed by paraffin-embedded tissue blocks preparation.81
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Rotary microtome was used to acquire 2−3 sections with (3−5)µ thickness. All sections82

were stained with Hematoxylin and Eosin stain (H&E) according to standard routine83

laboratory procedures at Bretonneau Hospital (CHRU) through Tissue-Tek Prisma84

instrument.85

The main data set contained a total of 327 tissue microscopic images from the 55 patients86

which were used for model training and validation. The number of grains that could87

be used for each patient’s biopsy varied between one and six. Images were captured in88

RGB colour space with Nikon Eclipse 80i microscope by the conditions given in Table 189

and labelled with consideration for the patient ID in order to avoid statistical bias.90

Table 1. Microscopic Acquisition Conditions

Parameter Value

Brightness control
Knob 5/10
ND8 On
ND32 On

Field diaphragm Highest level
Magnification 10X

Dimension and Quality 800× 600
Colour Enhance and white auto

Field diaphragm knob Highest level
Filter 6

NCB11 Filter Off

The secondary set of data was composed of 14 actinomycetoma and 14 eumycetoma91

photomicrographs. This data set has diverse acquisition parameters and staining method.92

The H&E staining process was performed manually. Olympus microscope was used for93

images capturing with 10X magnification, while lighting and tuning conditions were not94

unified. This secondary data set covered several sources of technical variability that can95

limit the performance of predictive models [28].96

Preprocessing and Features Extraction97

Grains were manually segmented from the tissue photomicrograph using ImageJ software.98

Images were converted into weighted grey images before features extraction in order99

to limit the colour influence from the staining process [29]. Fig.2 shows illustrative100

eumycetoma and actinomycetoma microscopic images in the first and second column,101

respectively, along with the segmented grains.102

Radiomics features were composed of 102 variables divided into nine shape descriptors,103

18 first-order statistics, and 75 texture features. Shape features were extracted from the104

grains masks while all other features were based on grey intensity values at the pixel105

level in microscopic images classes. Features were standardised by auto-scaling and used106

as an input to build the predictive model. PyRadiomics package version 2.2.0 was used107

for feature extractions [30].108

Modelling and Analysis109

A PLS-DA model was adopted for grains classification. It is a supervised classification110

method that combines the properties of the Partial Least Square (PLS) regression model111

with a classification technique. For PLS-DA modelling, the features set X of images is112

analysed. The classes membership is translated into a dummy column vector Y by values113

of ”1” and ”−1” that indicates if a sample is eumycetoma (FM) and actinomycetoma114

(BM). Each row in Xm×n represents the different extracted features (m) of one individual115

sample, where n indicates number of samples.116
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Fig 2. Image Preprocessing. In the first row, sections stained with H&E shows
mycetoma grains, the second row exhibits the conversion into grey images, and the last
one demonstrates the segmentation of grains. (A, C, E): eumycetoma, and (B, D, F):
actinomycetoma

The procedure of the proposed PLS-DA model used is given in pseudocode(1) [25–27].117

The source of variability was modelled by Latent Variables (LVs) which are linear118

combinations of the extracted features in X. The maximum variation which secures119

from X is determined by the weight vector w. The whole set of features X was utilised120

for grains classification due to the ability of the PLS-DA model in reducing the impact121

of the irrelevant features. Hence, the loading vectors (p) and (q) are the coefficients122

assigned to features in their linear combination with various magnitude based on the123

importance of features, so loading vectors indicate the influence of each feature on each124

LV. Similarly, X-Score (t) represents the coordinates of samples in the LVs projection.125

Each LV generates a variation which sums up to the total of variation secured by the126

other LVs. The residual variation which has not been estimated by the current LV127

is updated as a new features set. Eventually, the matrix B provides the regression128

coefficients which describe the relationship between mycetoma grains features X and129
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mycetoma classes Y .130

Algorithm 1 PLS-DA Model Construction.

Input: Features Set (X), dummy variable (Y ), and number of LVs (A)
Output: Regression Matrix (B)

for i in A do

1. Weight Vector: w = X
′
Y .

2. X-Score: t = Xw√∑
w2

.

3. X-Loading: p = t
′
X√∑
t2

.

4. Y-Loading: q = Y
′
t√∑
t2

.

5. Regression Coefficient: bi = w(pw)−1q.

6. Residual of X: resx = X − tp.
7. Residual of Y : resy = Y − tq.
8. X = resx.

9. Y = resy.

end for
Regression Matrix B: B = {b1, b2, · · · , bA}.

For the prediction purpose, the model utilises the regression coefficients B and features
set X of unknown samples to predict whether they are FM or BM as follows:

Ypred = XB

Since the PLS-DA model is inherited from the PLS model, the estimated Ypred is never131

an integer with an exact membership (i.e 1 or −1). Several decision rules can be used to132

convert the predicted values into their essential classes [25]. In this study, the threshold133

for classes separation is calculated based on Bayes’s theory and used to define perfect134

class membership. The Bayesian threshold calculation assumes the predicted values of135

both classes fit into a Gaussian distribution. This gives the probability of any sample136

belonging to class FM/BM from its predicted value Ypred. The estimated threshold137

value is selected at the point where the number of false positives and false negatives is138

minimised [31–34].139

The images of the different patients were randomly split into training/validation with140

70/30 proportions. A summary of the data set is presented in Table 2.141

Table 2. Data Split.

FM BM Total
Training 131 98 229
Validation 63 35 98

Total 194 133 327

All the analysis was performed using MATLAB software version R2017b and PLS142

Toolbox software version 88 from Eigenvector Technologies [35].143

Quantitative evaluation144

The proposed model was assessed in two different ways according to recommended145

practices [25,36].146
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First, we performed Cross-Validation (CV) as an internal validation method to assess147

the complexity of the model by determining the optimum number of LVs. This allows148

to evaluate the complexity of the model considering the predictive ability of the model149

itself [25, 32]. The proposed model was trained with venetian blinds 10 folds-Cross-150

Validation (10 CV), and the minimum CV classification error was considered to select151

the LVs number [32,37–39]. In our experiments, the smallest error was associated with152

6 LVs, Fig.3. However, using the high number of latent variables can often be associated153

with overfitting. Meaning that the model would have a good performance on the learning154

data, but would fail on other data sets. To prevent overfitting and to have a stronger155

generalisation capacity, we opted for a lesser number of variables and considered three156

latent variables. The difference of CV error between using 6 LVs (0.0556) and 3 LVs157

(0.07281) was small in the training data, and the model behaved better on testing data.158

Fig 3. Classification Error: The plot shows the error made by the model according
to the involved number of LV.

For further assessment of the model robustness, we employed a permutation test to159

determine the signification of the relation between grains features set and predicted160

classes. We conducted a permutation test with 100 cycles whereby the mycetoma classes161

of the images are randomly shuffled while maintaining the features set unchanged in each162

cycle and building the model with the same parameters as the original one [25,40,41].163

Furthermore, it is important to evaluate the effect of samples associated with grains164

features on the model prediction ability. The residual Q and the Hotelling T 2 values165

are calculated for this purpose. T 2 value measures the variation in each sample within166

the PLS-DA model. A larger value indicates a greater influence of the sample on the167

model. Q demonstrates the goodness of samples fit the model. This allows the detection168

of outliers, that can be removed from the learning sample set [32,33].169

Variable Importance in Projection (VIP) score was analysed to understand the importance170

of each feature in the PLS-DA model and how strongly they contribute to the classification.171

Usually, it is considered that VIP scores have a threshold value of 1, meaning that the172

features which score greater than 1 in the model are significant for the prediction173

ability [?].174

Finally, the performance of the model was evaluated through sensitivity, specificity, area175

under the curve (AUC), accuracy, and Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient (MCC).176
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Results177

The data shown in Fig.4 depict the scores plot and projection of samples with regards to178

the three LVs used for predication model. LVs represent the combinations of the grains179

features that best discriminate between eumycetoma and actinomycetoma. The plot180

demonstrates a separation for the discriminated classes in the estimated feature space,181

where two loose clusters can be identified for the mycetoma classes.182

Fig 4. Samples projections: 3D projection of mycetoma images for the three latent
variables (LV1, LV2, and LV3)

To detect the outliers, the plot of hotelling T 2 versus Q at 95% confidence levels was183

used, Fig.5. While a few samples were found slightly higher than the confidence limits184

for the mycetoma classes, a single FM sample was indicated as a clear outlier with high185

value for both Q and T 2. A visual analysis led to consider that the sample exhibited186

similar properties compared to the other images of the data set, and quantitative analysis187

showed that the features of the sample were in line with the other samples’ features188

which led us to maintain it within the data set.189

Fig 5. Evaluation of Outliers. (A):Residuals vs Hotelling, (B):Outlier FM sample.
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Analysing VIPs score of grain features with a threshold value equals to 1 qualified more190

than 40% of features to be significant for differential diagnosis, Fig.6. Therefore, we191

consider 1.2 thresholds to highlight the most important features.192

In our experiments, the role of shape features was trivial, while texture features were193

dominant. We observed that most of the significant features were related to variance,194

entropy or complexity of grains. The peak of VIPs measures the joint distribution of low195

grey value and spatial connectivity between a pixel and its neighbours within the small196

surround. This feature is an indicator for the homogeneity of textures and the tendency197

for closer blocks to have similar spatial variation. The data shown in Fig.7 illustrates the198

great differences in shapes that can be found for similar organisms. This shape features,199

which obtained a very low VIP, were not important to achieve a good classification. On200

the contrary, Fig.8 represents samples of grains that score low and high VIPs for some201

of the most important features to classify the data. Grey Level Variance measures the202

variance in grey-level intensity of the consecutive and adjacent blocks within the grains.203

In contrast, difference variance indicates the heterogeneity of texture inside the grains.204

In the three columns, the grains in the top and bottom rows are from different causative205

organisms, and the corresponding features values, which were very different, helped the206

discriminating process.207
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Fig 6. VIP of grains features: Variable importance scores of the PLS-DA model for discriminating mycetoma.
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Fig 7. Diameter of the grains. The first and the second rows represents the grains
that have the shortest and longest diameter, respectively. (A, C): actinomycetoma, and
(B, D): eumycetoma.

Fig 8. Grains which score greatest and smallest score for selected VIPs. First and second rows show
lowest and highest score, respectively. (A, D): Difference variance, (B, E): Small dependence low-gray-level
emphasis (peak feature), and (C, F): Grey-level variance.

Predicted values for the two classes are given in Fig.9. A threshold of 0.1 is shown208
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as the horizontal red dashed line and apply for samples classification. This threshold209

was calculated using Bayes’ theorem. A sample is labelled as BM if it scores value210

greater than 0.1 and FM otherwise. With such a threshold, only one sample of BM was211

misclassified, while a few FM were misclassified. It indicated that while most samples212

were correctly classified, a few of eumycetoma samples presented similar radiomics213

features compared to actinomycetoma.214

Fig 9. Predictions of the Samples: Estimated class values for samples for
discrimination between eumycetoma and actinomycetoma

Evaluation of the model215

The evaluation results given in Table 3 illustrates that the base on our experiments,216

the model is reliable and robust, with similar results obtained between training and217

validation. The value of sensitivity and specificity are good estimates of the model, and218

they are compatible with prediction in Fig.9.219

Table 3. Estimated metrics for the model.

Training set Validation set

Sensitivity 0.948 0.971
Specificity 0.885 0.889
Accurcy 92% 91.8%
AUC - 0.9683

Matthew’s correlation 0.844 0.836

The estimated threshold for classes discrimination is indicated by a vertical red line in220

Fig 10B, with the intersection points corresponding to the sensitivity and specificity221

of the model. ROC curve in Fig 10A displays the sensitivity and the specificity of the222

model for a similar distributed set of samples with different classification thresholds.223

A very high AUC of 0.9683 was achieved on our data. The permutation test was used224

to analyse the reliability of the proposed model and the existence of a real association225

between grains features and their classes.226

The permuted models and original model are compared for the goodness of fit (R2) and227

prediction (Q2) and tested for over-fitting. The results of the permutation test are given228

in Fig.11. The horizontal axis represents the correlation coefficient between the actual229
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Fig 10. Receiver Operating Characteristic curves (ROC) and threshold plots.
(A):Predicted ROC,(B):Modelled Threshold

classes and the permuted classes, while the vertical axis translates the standardised sum230

of squares that measures the deviation of each model away from the mean value and231

is expressed in standard deviations. Small values of the sum of squares mean that the232

model differs considerably from the mean of error, and since the permutation shuffles the233

samples classes, there should be a great distance from the mean of error. Furthermore,234

permuting classes might leave a small correlation between original and permuted classes;235

hence, the right side of the plot represent the original model. The actual model scores236

significantly higher value compared to permuted models indicating several standard237

deviations away from the mean of error [40]. The permutation plot complies with the238

classical validation criteria [41], and it suggests that the proposed model is not over-fitted239

and that it is unlikely for the relation between classes and features to be random.240

Fig 11. Permutation Test

With the objective of assessing the model on external data set, the secondary data set241

was used to evaluate the robustness of the model with images from new patients that242

have distinct acquisition parameters and slides preparation techniques. Fig.12 shows243
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the classification of test samples. The proposed model achieves 0.892 accuracy, which is244

quite similar to validation results, confirming the robustness of our approach.

Fig 12. Evaluation of the model. Prediction of images with different acquisition
and preparation methods from the training data set.

245

Discussion246

Proper mycetoma management and treatment require accurate identification of mycetoma247

causative organisms [8,20]. Currently, histopathological techniques seem to be the optimal248

methods for identification of mycetoma organisms in terms of performance, cost and249

time [6, 9, 18]. However, the ability of pathologists to discriminant between eumycetoma250

and actinomycetoma is restricted by their knowledge about the microscopic appearance251

of the organisms. Furthermore, some organisms look very similar to each other [6,19,20].252

Hence, the judgment is vulnerable to false results. Therefore, in this work, we pioneered253

a computational method to differentiate between eumycetoma and actinomycetoma from254

grains quantitative features in histopathological microscopic images.255

In this study, we use the histopathological microscopic images from surgical biopsies256

from 55 randomly chosen patients from the MRC. The imaging protocol was set to257

uniform parameters with a digital optical microscope. As images acquisition and samples258

preparation method are feasible in many clinical centres that have histopathology259

departments, we used this technique in the present study.260

The performance of our method was evaluated in terms of sensitivity, specificity, accuracy,261

AUC and MCC. The proposed model achieved an accuracy of 91.8%, sensitivity of 0.971,262

and specificity of 0.889. The obtained results were in line with the reported results from263

trained expert pathologist from the MRC [18]. The 92% accuracy of expert pathologists264

indicates that on our data set and the proposed model can be as efficient as an expert.265

MCC metric measures the statistical accuracy taking into account the different sizes266

of classes. It scored 0.836, which indicates a skilful model. To evaluate the robustness267

of the model, AUC is computed by aggregating the performance of the model across268

different thresholds. AUC of 0.968 indicated that the proposed model has excellent269

discrimination ability. AUC and MCC values were homogeneous, which again showed270

the ability of the model to separate the classes. Furthermore, the permutation test271

assesses the risk of not predicating mycetoma class for a new sample. The proposed272

model exhibited to be reliable and robust. Therefore, the proposed model found to be273
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strongly significant since the achieved results are comparable to expert classification274

analysis performed at the MRC. The proposed method is objective and reproducible and275

can reduce the need for highly specialised pathologists for diagnosis in endemic areas.276

In the literature, several studies proposed size, mostly diameter, and the border of the277

grains as characteristic features of the mycetoma grains [4, 6, 9, 20]. Eumycetoma has278

the largest grains, while actinomycetoma grains vary from small to medium. The grains279

of both mycetoma types can be rounded or oval, while actinomycetoma has irregular280

borders, vermiform shape, or multi-lobed shape. Based on our results, there are some281

overlapping features between the causative organisms, and it is inconvenient to describe282

the grains in terms of size or shape for identification of the causative organism.283

The VIPs results concluded that textural features are the most dominant and powerful284

features for differential diagnosis. The top textural features were difference variance,285

small dependence low-grey-level emphasis, grey-level variance, and complexity. These286

features illustrate that eumycetoma tends to have a non-uniform and complex pattern287

within grains, and it is usually composed of connected blocks that are less homogeneous.288

On the other hand, actinomycetoma grains are compact with a simple or regular pattern.289

These results are of particular interest due to the reported fact, that eumycetoma grains290

known to be harder with a coarse texture and tend to be fractured [6,9, 10,20]. Hence,291

we believe that our proposed model provides quantitative features which are quite292

connected to the qualitative features in use by expert pathologists. In the light of the293

aforementioned results, we can conclude that the discriminating features of mycetoma294

types depend on the variation in texture for the adjacent regions within grains. In other295

words, the homogeneity of textures and the tendency for closer blocks to have similar296

spatial variation.297

The results of this work were drawn from a well-defined set of images using uniform298

image acquisition parameters. However, it was interesting to test the model on different299

images from new patients with distinct acquisition parameters and slides preparation300

techniques and to evaluate the robustness of the model. We observed a good classification301

of this data set. It is noticeable that the misclassified samples belong to actinomycetoma302

(Nocardia), which is uncommonly seen in Africa [3] and which was not included in303

the training/validation data set. Certainly, the variability of the data set affects the304

performance of the model, so this limitation should be investigated carefully in future305

studies considering the distribution of species.306

Considering the various subtypes of actinomycetoma and the mycetoma retrospective307

study [18], it can be inferred that mycetoma can be classified into more than two types.308

Thus, the proposed approach might be extended to consider more types according to the309

individual causative organisms. Clearly, bigger sample size is needed to train the model.310

Despite this, we tested this assumption, and the preliminary result with an accuracy of311

80.6% is encouraging. The literature reports that smaller grains for two of the tested312

classes (Actinomadura madurae and Actinomadura pelletierii) are similar [6,18,20]. This313

strengthens the fact that the classification tasks for these types are challenging and the314

accuracy we obtained was not odd. Hence, we believe that the limited number of images315

for these classes strongly affects the performance of the extended model. Accordingly,316

we suggest increasing the number of images of the different classes for the extended317

model in upcoming works.318

Tackling to develop an automated diagnostic model for mycetoma histopathological319

diagnosis, as another natural perspective, the proposed classification model could be320

integrated with a segmentation technique. The promising discrimination results fulfilled321

in this study are encouraging for expanding the model in the future.322

In conclusion, the different effective diagnostic tools used for mycetoma diagnosis require323

expert personnel and good set up. In this work, we introduced a novel, simple, and324

low-cost computational method that could be integrated into routine histopathological325
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diagnosis procedures. The proposed method uses radiomics in conjunction with PLS-326

DA to effectively discriminate between actinomycetoma and eumycetoma with 91.8%327

accuracy and robustness to samples preparation techniques. This could reduce the need328

for expert pathologists in non-specialised clinical centres to perform the histological329

analysis.330
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